CONFORMATION – JUDGE: MRS. NANCY COOMBS

BEST OF BREED: GCH RIVERGROVESENOUGH SAID; Jean Boyd
BEST OF WINNERS: RIVERGROVES LULULEMON; Jean Boyd
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: GCHB RIVERGROVES CALLABRIGA DAO; Lisa Connor
SELECT DOG: GCH WHITEROSE WIND CHASER CGC; Malcolm & Suzanne Beauchamp
SELECT BITCH: CH PYRAGON’S NIGHT SKY ROYAL CROWN CGC RN; Rhonda Dalton
AWARDS OF MERIT: CH PATORAMA’S LAY DOWN THE BOOGIE; Lauren Hull, Patricia Ramapuram, Renee McGlone
GCH GUARDENIA’S SPLISH SPLASH; Victoria Coffman, Karen Justin, Donna Coffman, Carolyn Coffman
BEST PUPPY: IMPYRIAL’S GUARDENIA THAT’S AMORE; Karen Justin, Victoria, Donna, Carolyn Coffman
OWNER HANDLED BEST OF BREED: CH BRYNJULF DON’T GIVE A DAMN CGC; Cindy Pearce
WINNERS DOG: L’ART NEOUVEAU KODIAK OURS DE PYRAGON; Rhonda Dalton, Susan & Mike Cwiekalo, Erin Glynn
RESERVE WINNERS DOG: IMPYRIAL’S GUARDENIA THAT’S AMORE; Karen Justin, Victoria, Donna, Carolyn Coffman
WINNERS BITCH: RIVERGROVES LULULEMON; Jean Boyd
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: GUARDENIA’S IMPYRIAL RISING STAR V BIGROCK; Priscilla Marsh, V Coffman, K Justin

PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MRS. ABIGAIL PATRIZIO

BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: IMPYRIAL’S GUARDENIA THAT’S AMORE; Karen Justin, Victoria Donna, Carolyn Coffman
BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES: PYRLESS PYRADIGM POETRY IN MOTION; Catherine & Wayne Straiton

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES – JUDGE: MRS. ABIGAIL PATRIZIO

BEST IN VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES: GCH GUARDENIA’S SPLISH SPLASH; Victoria Coffman, Karen Justin, Donna Coffman, Carolyn Coffman